GroupStreamer
Recommending Music to Groups

rock
jazz
french
classical
electro
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Latent Semantic Space

Modelling User Preferences

Aggregating Preferences

GroupStreamer tries to play
the music that is most likely to
please the entire group.
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Oasis
Muse
Blink-182
The Donn
as
U2
Nada Surf
J.-J. Goldm
an
Green Day
Jimmy Ea
t World
Sum 41
Green Day
J.-J. Goldm
an
Simon & G
arfunkel

Imagine that you invited a few
friends over to dinner and you
are wondering which music to
play.
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Champagn
e Supernov
a
Ruled By S
ecrecy
I'm Lost W
ithout You
I don't car
e (so there
)
Beautiful D
ay
Fruit Fly
Peur De R
ien Blues
The Grouc
h
For Me Th
is Is Heave
n
Never Wak
e Up
Walking A
lone
Je Marche
Seul
The Sound
of Silence
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Members hopefully share
some musical tastes. But
they don’t need to have
any song in common.
A single member of the
group plays the music

Challenges: huge variety of
songs, few metadata
available beyond artist & title.
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For each song, we get a
list of keywords from a
third party service.

Fig. 1: rock and jazz songs

The number of distinct tags is large
(several hundreds of thousands). We
use latent semantic analysis to express the songs in a much smaller
concept space.
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Fig. 3: superposition of musical libraries

Fig. 2: 2D representation of a musical library

Users’ music tastes are modelled automatically based on their musical library. We assume that preference is
proportional to the density of tracks.
We model the density using a Gaussian mixture model.
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Android app
We developped an application for the Android
mobile platform. It automatically uses the music
you already have on your device.
The recommendations are computed on a remote
server. We also plan to explore decentralized approaches.

App available NOW !
Get it on Google Play
or visit our website:
groupstreamer.com
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Create a group and
invite your guests.

Once we have estimated the users’
preferences, we still need to reach
a decision for the group. We try to
maximize average satisfaction
while still trying to ensure some
level of fairness.
We plan to investigate a variety of
aggregation strategies.

Decide who is providing the music,
and hit play.

Check out the predicted ratings

